
ENERGY EFFICIENT
   HEATING TABLE

WINGO

MADE IN EU



Wingo is an energy & cost efficient heating table that 
saves up to 10x energy. 
It has a heating source in its base and a Qi charger for 
wireless charging on its top surface. 
On top of it has zero CO2 emission, which makes it  
the best eco-friendly solution.
 
CE guarantees conformity with EU health, safety, and 
environmental protection standards.

IP55 stands for water and dust resistance - which 
makes Wingo safe for indoor and outdoor usage.
 
The smart thermostat keeps a comfortable level of 
temperature up to 70° C. It is safe and simple to use. 
Just press the button and enjoy the warmth of Wingo.

Wingo has a trademark and patent registered.

 

Meet Wingo heating table
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Cost Efficient Innovative Design



Wingo uses conduction to transfer the heat 
directly into the feet, which is then distributed 
throughout the body circulation. 

Due to the energy-efficient design, Wingo 
saves up to ten times more energy compared 
to standard electric heaters - hence it lowers 
your electricity bill significantly. 

Comparing it to gas heaters Wingo saves even 
more energy and produce zero CO2, therefore 
it’s a healthier solution for users and the 
environment.

Wingo’s hexagonal design optimizes space 
usage, which increases the number of users per 
given surface and improves users experience.

Smart Technologies

Energy Efficient



Winter is coming

Wingo creates comfortable environment for users which 
results in better customer experience and more revenue for 
you. Warmth, safety, efficiency and ecology are Wingo’s basic 
principles.

Did we mention that Wingo complies with the EU’s 2030 
climate & energy framework? 
This makes it the perfect product in the upcoming era of 
energy-efficient and eco-friendly products in the hospitality 
industry.

In the world of limited resources, energy cannot be unlimited. 
The energy-efficient Wingo table is part of the solution.

Join us in making the world a better place for future 
generations.









Winter is warm and cozy

Wingo heating table has integrated heating 
in its base that flows from the bottom to the 
top.
 
It respects flow of the energy in physics and 
human body. Once you place feet on Wingo 
heating base you get warm and cozy. 

Additionally, there is an option of wirelessly 
charging your mobile or other smart gadgets 
on table surface. 

Our product is suitable for everyone.
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General  220-240V 50Hz 0.25kW

Qi charger: 10W Large 
charging coil

Apple & Samsung Fast 
Charge

Safe touch: < 70°C IP55 water & 
dustproof CE, RoHS 

Energy 
efficient

CO2 & 
eco friendly Made in EU

Top More than 150 
decors

Custom 
design

High 
quality

Environment 
friendly

FSC 
certified

Greenguard 
certified

Heat 
resistent

Frost 
resistant

Chemical
resistant

Durable Scratch
resistant

Easy to 
clean

Base 60x60x75±3 70x70x75±3 80x80x75±3

23 26 29

Steel Cold 
galvanizing

RAL card 
colors

6 
microregulations

Cable 
protection

Custom
cable lenght



Extend your season, let’s toast to it!

Wingo tables extend your season, save energy and money, have zero 
CO2 emission, innovative design and what is the most important, 
people love it, because it keeps them warm.

It is the modern and elegant solution for the 21st Century, which 
perfectly corresponds to the needs of the hospitality industry.

Wingo strongly supports the environment and sustainable 
developments. For every Wingo table sold we donate to 
organizations that plant melliferous trees to provide food for the 
bees.

Be the part of the future!

BE WARM. BE ECO. BE WINGO.
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